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Traffic Information

Latest


    
        

	A3 Surrey | Southbound | Heavy traffic | Clear   ...   A1(M) North Yorkshire | Northbound | 1 lane closed, barrier repairs   ...   A1(M) North Yorkshire | Southbound | 1 lane closed, barrier repairs   ...   A663 Greater Manchester | Southbound | Heavy traffic | Clear   ...   M6 West Midlands | Northbound | Broken down vehicle   ...   M25 Essex | Clockwise | Heavy traffic   ...   A1 West Yorkshire | Southbound | Accident | Clear   ...   M6 West Midlands | Southbound | Heavy traffic | Clear   ...   A1 Cambridgeshire | Northbound | Heavy traffic   ...   A1 West Yorkshire | Southbound | Heavy traffic   ...   M25 Buckinghamshire | Clockwise | Incident, 1 lane closed   ...   
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    Real-time traffic info:

    08700 660 115

    Available 24 hours. BT landline calls cost no more than 8p/min; calls from mobiles usually cost more


    General information:

    08457 50 40 30

    BT landlines 4p/min; calls from mobiles usually cost more
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     Straight through to public services
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            Welcome to our bigger, better website 
        

        
            
            Read about the changes we're making to the Highways Agency site. [image: Arrow] 
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    See when traffic will be lightest




Our traffic forecaster can help get you there quicker
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    Specialist research projects




All our research projects from 1994
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        Sorry, but the page you have requested has not been found

There are three possible reasons for this: 



	You may have a bookmark or favourite stored on your PC which is now out of date - possibly because some addresses on our site have changed recently. If this is the case, try our search box, above right, to see if you can find what you are looking for.
	In error a broken link has been created on the site, and for that we apologise. We check the site regularly to ensure that any problems that do occur are quickly fixed.
	You may have got here from another site, perhaps an external search engine such as Google, Lycos, MSN Search etc. If this is the case it is likely that the site has an out-of date index of our site. Please use our search box, above right, instead.
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